
Compatibility Guide

Feeding: Single Sheet feeding from Cassette.
Paper Path: Fair.
Fuser Access: Good.
Fuser Performance: Good.

Samsung CLP 300 Series
CLX 3000 Series Laser, A4/Letter/Legal

Overall Compatibility Rating

Mirror Image: Not available.

Toner: Good on Fabric, good on most non-fabric Substrates.

Note: This Recommendation is based on internal Test results on one machine in good condition

in an average office environment. Performance will vary depending on environmental conditions,

age of the equipment and its consumable components and consistency of power supply.

TheMagicTouch will at no time accept any damage claim based on this recommendation.

Compatible Media:
TTC3.5, 3.1+ and XPP1.2 in 'Thick Paper' mode,

OBM5.6
in 'Labels' mode. Tattoo and WoW7.1 in 'PlainPaper' mode.
CL*Media SPF in 'PlainPaper' mode, except 26 HT in
'Transparency' mode.

CPM6.1/2 in
'PlainPaper' mode, DCT4.5 in 'Card Stock' mode and
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Important: For TTC and CPM Products use A4R formats only!

Note: Need to remove exit roller to avoid image damage! See
further Info on next page.
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Note: Disconnect the device from Power before you start! Please be
aware that TheMagicTouch will at no time asume any liability if you
execute any or all of the suggestions proposed below.

To avoid drop-outs/damages in the image at least with the TTC papers it is
suggested to remove all 4 exit rollers.

Note: After removal of the exit roller you might need to help exit the pages
by grabbing the front end and lead it out.


